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THE BOGGY CREEK GAR RETURNS!
It's been eight years since the last GAR -the special issue commemorating Agostinho
Neto.
This lapse corresponds with the Reagan years. Hopefully, the decision to.re- ,
sume pUblication of the GAR as a review dealing with African literature and liberation
signals a major turn-around. There seem to
already exist indications that the interest
in foreign languages, literatures~ ~ultur.s
an~ political struggles is increasing again,
after years of decline.
And students are
turning away from materialism and narrow
selt-interest to co~e back to the Humanities;
the cd ti'que of greed h.as become a· low rumbl.e..
.
.
This issue dedicated to South Africa'and
the Anti-Apartheid struggle renews the TexasAfrica connection, with a wide-ranging combination of articles, interviews, poetry and
art, plus some suggestions for action, by
both Africans and Americans, all of whom believe that the political dimension is an
important aspect of all art and writirig.

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
COVER: Since this number of the GAR is being d~stributed at the 14th annual meeting
of the African Literature Association, it is
fi tting that some of the visual logos used by
previous meetings are shown around the large
mask from Mozambique: (clockwise from upper
right corner) 1975 ALA - U. Texas, Austin,
1988 - U. Pittsburgh, 1985 - Northwestern,
1980 - U. Florida (lower right), 1986 - Michigan State U. (woman with animal and tall
statue), 1987 - Cornell (griot), 1979 - Indiana U. (squattin~ figure) and 1982 - Howard U. (top center).
===~==~~====================================

REQUEST MAPANJE'S LIBERATIOK
============================================
April 6, 1988
His Excellency the President for Life
Ngwazi Dr. H. Kamuzu Banda
Office of the President
P/bag 388
Capital City Lilongwe 3
MALAWI

********************************************

Your Excellency,
We are writing to e~press our profound
concern at the arrest of the distinguished
Malawian poet, Jack Mapanje, and to appeal to
you for his release from detention.

[2 ]

Dr. Mapanje is a fine poet whose work,
especially his book OF CHAMELEONS AND GODS
is held in high regard by his peers and particularly by African writers. He has made
important scholarly contributions as Head of
the Department of Language and Literature at
the University of Malawi.
We would like to join with all the many
others who have urged for his speedy release, and we trust we will have a favorable
response.
Yours sincerely,

PHOTO: HOWARD UNIVERSITY A.L.A. - 1982.
Wilfred Cartey (r), author of WHISPERS FROM
A CONTIN~NT (1969), one of the early studies
of African literature, with Oscar R. Dathorne,
author ~f THE BLACK MIND (1974), at panel dis~
cussion.
For more A.L.A. photos see page 5.
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NOTE: The GAR. and AFRICA NETWORK would like
to encourage others to write similar letters
to request the release of Dr. Mapanje. The
body of the letter could be a copy of above.

****************************************selma waldman**************
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Founding the ALA
was that there was a fear among
executive members of the A.S.A. that
such an organization might deplete
its membership and take a less
academic (i.e. radical) stance.
The A.S.A. had previously bee~
challenged by some of its membership
(mainly blacks), and this had ended
in the formation of the breakaway
African Heritage Studies Association.
Most of this was new to me.
I
had just started at Austin as a
Visiting Professor in English and
African-American Studies, having'
taken leave from Northwestern University, and my knowledge of the
A.S.A. was slight.
But the notion
o~ an organization which had numerous
panels on literature, instead of
the few that were provided at the
A.~.A. annual conference, made sense
to me.
It was Priebe I think who put together the announcement of a meeting
for those interested in discussing
the idea: Lindfors and I may have
been involved. When the meeting
was held, in a room at the Palmer
House Hotel, where the conference
was taking place, there were 20 tc
30 people present and lively discussion--and confusion.
This was
somewhat abated when Ben Lindfors,
to my surprise, proposed that I
take the chair ("because of my
experience as a parliamentarian,"
as I recall), and the discussions

COSMO PIETERSE at first ALA conference
in Austin, Texas

------------------------------------------

A personal reminiscence
by Dennis Brutus,
first president, 1975-76
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN:
MARCH 1975
The African Literature Association
began, for me, in a discussion in a
van, driving up from the University
of Texas, Austin, to a Conference
of the African Studies Association
in Chicago, in November 1974.
Doubtless for others the inception will
be seen differently.
In our discussions on the long
drive I learnt from graduate students
and faculty (~ncluding Ben Lindfo~s,
. Richard Priebe, Wayne Kamin, Barney
McCartney, and Macon Yenan) that
there was a need for a literature
association, but also that there
was strong .opposition to its
formation.
It appeared that while
there had been efforts (Priebe had
been involved) to have initiatory
discussions, these had been blocked~
the principal reason, it seemed,

AMA ATA AIDOO in Austin, March 1975
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became more focused.
Opinions
were divided, but there were more
voices in favor than against, and
it ended, as we were about to run
out of time, with the election of
a steering committee, which I proposed should meet and report back
the following day--the last of the
conference.
I believe a steering
committee (three or five) was
elected and met briefly, and rep~rted back the next day.
On the
basis of this, a steering committee
was elected, with me as chairman
and Tom Hale of Penn State as
secretary, to prepare a draft
constitution and arrange an
inaugural meeting at the University.
of Texas in March 1975. The date
and place were chosen as a matter
of convenience: I had already begun
plans for a literature symposium
to mark the anniversary of Sharpeville Day, March 21, 1975, and had
begun inviting South African writers
in exile or visiting the U.S.
Among those who participated in
Texas were Mongane Serote,
Keorepetse Kgositsile, Cosmo
Pieterse, Zeke Mphahlele, Oswald
Mtshali, Mazisi Kunene, Dan Kunene,
and Amelia Blossom House. As our
plans grew we were able to invite
African writers from other parts
of the continent, including Chinua
Achebe, Christina Ata Aidoo, and
Kofi Awoonor.
Also Afro-Americans
such as Houston Baker and Sterling
Plumpp attended.
Thus we had one
of the most comprehensive gatherings
of black writers held to that date.
An excellent planning committee

(including Chip Dameron, Wayne Kamin,
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Carolyn Parker, Ben Lindfors, SueEllen Sherblom, Pete Williams, Rhonda
Rhodes, Marilyn Sandlin, Tom Collier,
Greg Roberson, Ian Munro, and Hal
Wylie) put together the conference,
with a generous grant from the University of Texas. A handsome program
was printed, together with a collection--South African Voices--with
poems (new and unpublished) by the
poets at the conference, by the
University of Texas Press.
A special issue of .the GAR
was distributed, the first
one devoted almost entirely to "African Literature
and Liberation." The conference sessions were
broadcast on KUT-FM
and recorded on videotape, and much of the procedings pUblished subsequently in a special
==========================
PHOTOS: (above) ALI MAZRUI
at the LBJ Center in Austin, 1975.
(Left) SOUTH
AFRICANS at Sharpeville
Day Rally on University of
of Texas campus, March 22,
1975. L-R: Tina Brutus,
Mongane Serote (bottom),
Cecil Abrahams (top),
Keorapetse Kgositsile.

ISSUE of the African Studies Assn.
I chaired the inaugural meeting,
and was elected president for one
fear, with Tom Hale as secretary.
Surprisingly, there was considerable
opposition to the formation of the
A~L.A.
Chiefppponent was Zeke
~phahlele '(among other things he
~rgued that it was'dangerous to form
trhe 'cls'sociation as it might betaken
over by the C~I.A.), and he was
supported by Kofi Awoonor, Ata Aidoo,
and Adam Miller.
The A.L.A. might
have died stillborn, I believe, had
I not been alerted that there had
been a discussion to plan opposition.
The decisive factor was that we had
agreed that the vote should be limited
to those who had, by the beginning
of the meeting,'paid the membership
fee as set out in the draft constitution, which had been circulated b~'.
the steering- committee prior to the
meeting.
'
: The A.L.A. has grown steadily oveF
the past thirteen years.
I was able
twice thereafter to head the planning
commi t tee for the ,annual conference,
in 1976 and in 1984, both at Northwestern University.
This year, at
the University of Pittsburgh, will
be my third time.
It has been for me a matter 'of
great satisfaction to watch the
growth o~ the A.i.A. ~nd to be a
part of it.
I have a.sense that
of all that 1 have been able to
do in the United States, and of.
all I have been able to do since
I came into exile from South

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _
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PHOTOS: {Above) ~OFI
AWOONOR in Austin.
(Right) BRINGING AFRICAN
LITERATURE TO THE BLACK
COMMUNITY. Northwestern
ALA, March 13, 1976.
L-R: Wayne Kamin, Dennis
Brutus, Tina Brutus, Maurice Lubin, John Belamy
& daughter, at Quinn Chapel in Chicago. (Far
right) ANTI-APARTHEID
rally in front of Wiscop~.
sin capitol, 1977. The
third ALA concluded with
a march and rally from
U. Wisconsin to the capitol. Dennis Brutus (L) &
Dan Kunene (R).
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Africa, my work for the A.L.A. has
been among my most enduring and
most satisfying accomplishments.
Through the A.L.A. we have been
able to place African literature
firmly on the map of academe.
In addition many writers, scholars,
students and enthusiasts have been
able to benefit from the organized
exposure which the A.L.A., its
publications, and its conferences
represent.

ICARUS~~~rnID~
V-1OUrC8 far ...... vl1ieia.
South Africa
I TALK ABOUT ME, I AM AFRICA
(Black theater and cultural resistance)
[home video]
PASSING THE MESSAGE
(The black trade union movement)
MONGO BETI & BRENDA BERRIAN at the book
display, 1981 ALA meeting, Claremont
College, California.

SOUTH AFRICA BELONGS TO US
(Black wowen and the family under
apartheid)

*********************

STUBBORN HOPE
(Exile, politics, poetry -- a portrait of Dennis Brutus, new release)

Doubtless others will have
different recollections; it would
be good to have a collection of
views, so that we can have a composite, reasonably accurate
record.

THE SUN WILL RISE
(Members of the ANC sentenced to
death for fighting apartheid)
THE TWO RIVERS

================================

PHOTOS BY HAL WYLIE
================================
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(Political, economic and cultural
background--a poetic and visual
'work from inside South Africa today, new release)
These and 132 other films and videos
are described in our new COMPLETE FILM
CATALOG. Write for your copy ~oday.
ICARUS, 200 Park Avenue South, Suite
1319, New York, NY 10003
212 674 3375

**************

DEFEND ~g~~~RLs
IN SOUTH
AFRICA

THE INTERNATIONAL DEFENSE
AND AID FUND FOR S. AFRICA
ha~

provided legal defense for political prisoners and aid for their
families since 1952

§

§ is supported by the U.N.

Trust Fund
The need is desperate
please help.
Send your tax-deductible
donations to:
IDAFSA, Dept. A.
P.O. Box 17
Cambridge, MA 02138
7
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AFRICA NETWORK
Resources

Information

Action *****

Africa Network is offering the following information about apartheid in
South Africa and the apartheid regime.
Covenant Program Against Apartheid/
Clergy & Laity Concerned
Cultural Boycott
Divestment
---Education
=Films/Videos
Freedom Charter
Health Care
___Kwanzaa Honors Lists: 1986 & 1987
Labor
Law
___Literature
___Military Aggression
Political Prisoners Bracelet Program
=Sanctions
___Post-Apartheid South Africa
Social Justice Investments
___Soweto '88
___Sport
___United Democratic Front
Information packets range in length
from one to five pages, depending on
the topic selected.
Please fill out
the order form above and below and
check the area/s you would like to receive information about.
Expenses
are 5¢ per sheet of photocopying, plUS
postage meter rate, and 50¢ handling
fee.
Payment upon receipt of material
or in advance·would be appreciated.

****************************************
-DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISTS OF AMERICA

We hope to hear from you and thank
you for your interest and concern.
=======================================

_,

YES! I want to join DSA! Enclosed is
my membership check for
$15 (student/low income)
$35 (regular)
____Please send me information about
DSA & democratic socialism including a sample copy of THE ACTIVIST.
____Please place me on your activists
net\vork for:
____Anti-poverty
Labor support
Rainbow coalition and anti-racism
Anti-Apartheid
____Reproductive righ~s
____Central America
Name,
_
Address

DSA, 15 Dutch St., Suite 500, NY

ADDRESS:

_

CITY /STATE :

_
_

AFRICA NETWORK
P.O. BOX 5366
Evanston IL 60204
*****************************************~

_

10038

****************************************

_

ZIP:

_

CITY, state, zip,

NAME :
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WITNESS: Children of Violence
by Charlotte Bruner
, of the country into private hands. Their
Bearing witness to the
message calls out to be shared.
In an art calendar for 1985, James Matthews
writes:
Freedom's Child
You have been denied too long
becomes increasingly difficult, year by year,
Fill your lungs and Cry Rage ...
month by month, and now day by day.
The
Today, Freedom's Children are doing just
government crackdowns, from the Emergency
that. Sometimes not for long. Mavis Smalldecrees after Sharpeville in 1960, have beberg, in the same calendar, starts a poem with:
come increasingly stringent.
At times
Sing a song of sixpence
harsher penalties are enacted. At other
A pocketful of love
times, apparent reforms are really shams:
A pocketful of care
revocation of the pass-book law or of the
For us
Conspiracy Act, or admission of some black
to Share?
students to white universities.
Really
but concludes with an interrupted stanza:
"nothing has changed," writes a friend from
Sing a song of sixpence
South Africa. Twenty-eight years after
A pocketful of hate
Sharpeville, thirteen years since Soweto,
A pocketful of innocence ...
repression is so severe that there is almost
A pocketful of hand-grenades
no way to witness what goes on. New EmerA pocketful ---Sing--A--Song--?
gency measures bar journalists and TV
There the song, and singer?, stop.
reporters from viewing crisis scenes. Any
A teachers' union put out a 1986-87
semblance of free or opposition press has
"Education for Liberation" calendar illusbeen outlawed. Imprisonment, coercion,
trated by child artists. A six-year-old
forced displacement to the supposed "homeillustrator captions his line drawing: "The
lands" have made resistance by the adult
helicopter coming to arrest the people.
population increasingly difficult. The
The thing that holds the teargas to shoot
possibility of free movement has descended
the man in the volks
0
"An eightto the children. But even their small
year-old d
a pi ture O~?
in
voices are being quelled. A boy interviewed
front 0
er secondary scho~~j wit
on American TV was recently murdered soon
student and tea er displaying
after. How can we, outside the country, hear
AMANDL signs. A fiVe-Yea~-Old pai s
these children's protests?
tank a d besi
it notes" schoolboy
Fortunately some intrepid writers in \
standin
road and h threw aston
South Africa still voice their concern's.
His frie
already in/jail." In
Occasionally, an art calendar or a small,
art cale
1986, Jimes ~atthe~
photocopy booklet or a stapled collection
\Aes t
same situati n: ~-of Xeroxed news' articles gets mailed out.
young
vids who have as aside
Many of these focus on children, not just in \ \
the rest . .
ers of fear
anger and frustration, but in pride. Some
v~
turn township streets into battlefields
of these "publications"
... young davids bearing stones
to do battle with armour-clad goliaths ...
Not only pictures and poems tell the
story. In 1985, Denyse Smith collected and

~rror, of a.pa.rt ~ei~

-------:-,-'\-,,/--"
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published contributions by South African
women to the CAPE TIMES between August 19
and October 31. -Dedicated to the children
of South Africa; this -BOOK OF PROTEST deals
with man'y Aparth'~id practit'es involving, ,
~?~4;en: unequ~l educational opportunit~es,
school strikes used as pretexts for holdlng
pupils back, street violence, incarceration
of childreni etc. A white girl of fourteen
laments
The invisible wall
Between the blacks and us
This wall full of 'tension
And distrust ... lt will never end,
Until we all die.
Gladys Thomas writes stories for children.
As one of the poets anthologized in EXILES
WITHIN she protests the jailing of children.
The cells are fulL_now;.
Don't bang your fist against the wall!
They won't hear you!
You cry for your mother.
You cry for your father.
What did you do wrong?
You sang a freedom song.
In 1986 Thomas also published CHILDREN OF
~he, an9 Denyse Smi~h,visited
c'hi'ldren' in church shelters just after their
,Crossroads homes had been bulldozed and
burned. Thomas relates the stories the
children told her. "My name is Noxolo,
which means peace .... Today my heart is sore
because my mother is lost ever since they
burnt our homes ... " One girl is happy that
after the disaster sJ;1e was able to recapture
her pet goat. Thomas comforted a fourteenyear-old boy whose prize poss'ession, a cassette
player, was ruined by the heat. She promised
to have it repaired, but when she tried later
to return it to him, she was barred access
to his district,~unable to fulfill her pledge.
In 1987 Thomas interviewed the families
of seven teenagers convicted of~public violehce
(stone-throwing) although all affirmed that
they were picked up in friends' houses and
had done nothing. After two years, all
appeals were denied, and they were incarcerated in Pollsmoor Prison (along with
Mandela) in July 1987. Thomas gives brief
accounts of each, and photographs of the
families, in THE WYNBERG SEVEN 1987. Igshaan,
grandson of the only coloured councillor in
Simon's Town Council, was taken when' he refused
to make a statement without contacting his'
family. Venetia discovered that when her
mother visited her for the first time in
priso~, the promised chocolate bars she
brought were confiscated. Shoukie,an
CROSSROAp~.

aspiring artists, serve their terms although
Julien had possible asylum in Canada. He
elected to remain with his friends. On July 6
when all their families and friends gathered
around the prison to protest their children's
admissions, the BBC reporter and the press
we~e ordered to leave.

,i

A 1987 EKAPA poster commemorates June 16
with poem~ and pictures. "Soweto, 1976"--"0
children, you have done what we failed to do /
you struck a biow for freedom." "Black Monday"-"no-no-no / They're killing our kids." "The
Songs We ~ing" by thirteen-year-old Melanie-"We all speak a different language ... if we
could only sing the same song." The children
are active. The children are eloquent. The
children are abused. How can we heed them?
Iowa State University

=========================================
LIBERATION ORGANIZATIONS
African National Congress, 801 2nd Ave., #405
New York, NY 10017 (212) 490-3487
United Democratic Front, 407 Smith St., #501,
Durban, South Africa
(212) 490-3487
South West Africa People's Organization
of Namibia (SWAPO), 801 2nd Av. , #1401, New
York, NY 10017 (212) 986-7863/557-2450

A LUTA CONTINUA!
FILMS/VIDEOS
on
SOUTH AFRICA
CRISFIELD FILMS & VIDEOS, P.O. Box 788,
Davis, CA 95617 (916)758-0900
ICARUS FILMS & VIDEOS, 200 Park Ave.,
South, Suite #1319, New York, NY 10003
(212) 674-3375
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY AFRICA MEDIA
CENTER, East Lansing, HI
48824-1035
(517)355-1855
SOUTHERN AFRICA MEDIA CENTER, 630 Natoma
Street, San Francisco, CA 94103 (415)
621-6196
TROUBADOUR PRESS, P.O. Box 5366, Evanston
IL 60201 (312) 328-9305
VILLON FILMS & VIDEOS, P.O. Box 14144,
Seattle, WA 98144 (2060 325-8610

asthmatic, had told his mother, "Students all
over the peninsula are boycotting classes
and marching about.
I would have liked to
join them by my chest cannot stand the teargas, so I rather came home." He was picked
up and charged anyway. Dee bravely tried'to
console her anxious mother on their prison
visit. "The other female prisoners protect
us with their lives."
Naasir worked after
school in a soup kitchen, but spent his nineteenth birthday in prison. Wayne and Julien,

TROUBADOUR PRESS
Witness to Apartheid - depiction of
police terror and torture of children in
South Africa under state of emergency in
Producer: Sharon Soher
Discarded People - graphic portrait of
ruthless racially motivated dislocation
"discarded people" into arid wasteland
bantustans.
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Lynette Brimble
Dennis Brutus
Wayne Kamin
Hal Wylie

DENNIS: ... You should read his book, LET MY
PEOPLE GO, because it tells you a lot about
how' much Gandhi influenced Mandela, who knew
Gandhi's brother, Manilal, very well. He ran
a little printing press and published a little
newspaper, in a settlement which was like a
Tolstoyan back-to-nature commune. My contact
with Indians takes some very curious forms;
some are cultural, some are political, some
are sport. Out of the ten people who helped
me most in sport, six were Indian. When I
was banned from teaching, I went to teach in
an underground school run by Indians. They

In February of 1978 Dennis Brutus made one
of his lightning trips--knight-errant and
troubadour--bringing the crusade against
apartheid to Austin and San Antonio, Texas.
His connection with Austin had been solidified during his 1974-75 visiting professorship at the University of Texas, when he and
Ben Lindfors had brought out four volumes of
Brutus's poetry: THOUGHTS ABROAD and STRAINS
(using the ad hoc "Troubadour" Press) and
CHINA POEMS and POEMS FROM ALGIERS (University
of Texas Press), plus an anthology, SOUTH
AFRICAN VOICES, which included new and unpublished work by South African poets Oswald
Mtshali, Mongane Serote, Cosmo Pieterse,
Keorapetse Kgositsile, Ezekiel Mphahlele,
Mazisi Kunene, and Brutus. They had also
rallied others to join them in founding the
African Literature Association (see
page
4) .
In Austin Dennis gave
lectures to 'several U.T. classes, did a
poetry reading, appeared at a Black History
Week symposium, gave a press conference, and
was intereviewed on KTBC-TV. But the main
purpose of the visit was to bring the antiapartheid struggle to San Antonio, one of the
major military centers of American might.
The following dialogues, recorded on the
way to San Antonio by Lynette Brimble, student
activist, journalist, writer (see GAR #32 and
33), on cassette tape explore several previously undocumented aspects of Brutus's life
in South Africa--his experiences growing up
during the coming of apartheid to Port Elizabeth,'
his home-town, the Indian influence on his
.
work, his schobls, his action with the underground, his relation to his activist and poet
brother.

*********************
THE COMING OF APARTHEID TO PORT ELIZABETH
GANDHI, YOGA, BAZNE-ADAB
CATHOLIC SCHOOLS
SPORTS & THE UNDERGROUND
BROTHERLY RIVALRY
STEVE BIKO MEMORIAL

CRISS-CROSSING SbUTH AFR~CA

********~************
were active in the underground movement, and
the guy whose cell adjoined mine in solitary
on Robben Island was not only an Indian, but
the Indian with whom I used to stay when I
was in Johannesburg. You should maybe put
on the tape and we could record some of this.
LYNETTE: Yea~. Yeah. I've got it on already.
DENNIS: She has it on already! Well, this
chap Kathrada was a member of the resistance,'
a much more senior member than I was. And
then we met on Robben Island. Ahmed Kathrada.
He's doing a life sentence.

* * *
Brutus was on the road again, rolling along
in the dark in "Citronella," Carolyn Wylie's
old beat-up 65 Comet about to give up the ghost,
a cold wind piping up from between the wooden
boards purporting to fill the gap in the floor;
The situation reminded him of his criss-crossing
South Africa many years earlier, in the middle
of the night, by truck. The recording begins
(in mid-stream) with a response to Wylie's
question about Gandhi, yoga, .and the Indi.an
influence.
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YOGA
... 1 read some yoga, I practiced some yoga. I
might well have done that even if I'd never
met anybody who was a yogi. I once slept in
an incredible ashram where everybody slept
standing on their head. And when I woke up
at dawn surrounded by people sleeping on their
h~ad I thought I had died.
It was like a
.Dantean purgatorio. In the dawn light, the
gray light, seeing people sleeping on their
heads with their feet in the air ... it was an
incredible experience. I'd been drunk the
previous night; I only ended up there because

I'd danced virtually until dawn. I'd got so
drunk .. tha t I had to sleep in the fir~t place
I could find. So I ended up in this ashram.
They were taking in strays all the time; I
was just one more stray. When I was in
Johannesburg very much later, after I was
banned in fact, I helped the Mohammedans,
atheist ex-Mohammedans, but very rich in the
Arabic culture. They set up a thing called
Bazme-adab, which is an Islamic tradition,
a feast, an intellectual feast, a combination
of food and poetry and music. I helped them
to organize the Sunday afternoon sessions.
They were verY appreciative; I developed a
great taste for Indian food. I enjoyed going
to these parties, I think mainly for the Indian
food: but I liked the people too.

moment when I opt to become politically involved. But in fact from the late 40s onward
I am really challenging apartheid in sport.
In 1950 I not only become a member of a teacher
organization, but within a matter of months I
am elected to the executive' of that organization,
and at the same time that organization takes
a decision to attack the government attempt
to create new ghettos under the Group Areas
Act, which is related to "Coloured" education
which is an off-shoot of Bantu education.
'
A public meeting is called in the City Hall,
and I'm a political nobody; I have no political
track record at all. And the meeting is called
by a bunch of Uncle Toms, Blacks who are advancing new compromise deals with the new
ghetto system, mainly because they hope to
be able to get a piece of the action. And
I attack them from the floor. Anp the audience
shouts, "Can't hear you, can't hear you!"
So I vault on to the stage and I take the mike
from the speaker, and I take over the meeting.
The meeting ends with a resolution, attacking
the whole concept of ghettos and racism and
labeling it as "Nazi." I become a committed
politico and an identified politico. And I
assume at least a minor leadership role. So
this is very interesting because prior to that
I had a different kind of track record. I
was a teacher, scholar, a poet, and a dreamer.
Politically I not only had no record, but I
had been dismissed as someone who couldn't
be a serious politician because of my poetic
interests and the assumption that if a guy's
a poet he can't also be a politician. So we
have to look at the period immediately preceding that to discover why I made the commitment to be catapulted into action.
1

HAL: Can we attribute your love of concision,
"A Spare Line," as an esthetic influencA to
a certain Oriental ... ?
DENNIS: Now when I was a kid, ten years old,
the best friend of the family was a wealthy
Indian family, a shopkeeper, who liked me and
was willing to pay for my education if necessary.
The family had two Eastern family friends, but
the one was Pakistani, Mohammedan, Islamic,
very strong. And the other was Hindustani •••
Christian. I kind of moved between the poles
of these two families, wealthy, shopkeeper
class. And they encouraged me to play with
their kids, perhaps because they thought I
was a good influence on their kids, perhaps
because I was bright at school.

OPPOSING BANTU EDUCATION
LYNETTE: You said in your lecture that the
Freedom Charter goes back to 1955. Was the
A.N.C. influenced by Gandhi?
DENNIS: During the phase of non-violent
struggle, the resistance in South Africa was
heavily influenced by Martin Luther King and
the man who was to a large extent King's mentor,
Mahatma Gandhi. Gandhi first went to prison
in Johannesburg, in the prison where I subsequently spent time.
HAL:. I'd still like to follow up how you decided
to move from being a poet to become an activist.
What's the link between the poetry and action?
'DENNIS: Around about 195~ there is a clear
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CHESS
I just want to recount one small episode
which I think was important for me after that.
I had a friend with whom I played chess every
Sunday, who was an old politico, and in fact
had ,quit on politics. Married a rich man's
daughter and become very respectable and lost
all interest in politics. But he was a good
chess player. We belonged to the same chess
club, but I couldn't go to the chess club
during the week. And as we played chess on
a Sunday afternoon he said to me, "I was at
the meeting the other night in the City Hall.
I was impressed with your performance. Now
I've got only one question for you." He said,
"Do you have the stamina? Lots of people get
into politics and they get out; do you have
the stamina?" A very telling question. For
me, since I was involved in sports, it was
a nice image, because that's what counts in
sport. I had been a distance runner in college.
For me it rang a bell. It was the right image.
HAL: But you were in the right place at the
right time; you were prepared. And how did
you get elected to the executive?
DENNIS: Right. And I'd certainly been working
on the sports apartheid thing even before that.
That begins probably as early as '46. I was
22.
HAL: It's really surprising where you say you
didn't know your father had been active, and

ln,
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that you had to read ...
DENNIS: Well by the time I'd grown up and I'd
known him and I began to identify him as a
person, he'd already ceased to be active.
HAL: Didn't he ever tell any stories about
his activities?
DENNIS: Oh, we hardly communicated, we hardly
spoke to each other.
WAYNE: Why?
DENNIS: I'm not sure; it's obviously the kind
of question I have to explore. I partly
explained it in the essay in the Wastberg book
(Per Wastberg, THE WRITER IN MODERN AFRICA).
He was a very brilliant man as far as I can
judge. Come out of a ghetto, take a degree
by correspondence, and the kind of subjects
he chose, Latin, Greek, Math, Physics, to speak
three or four foreign languages fluently,
French, German, Italian. He was very bookish.

It was called Dowerville, after a Reverend
Dower, some misslonary. It's an interesting
little microcosm because what you had was fairly
decent housing, and a little play area, and
a bus service that ran by there into the city
and to the factories. As the city grew, eventually the city grew right around that ghetto
and they then declared that ghetto white and
all the Blacks were thrown out. It became
in fact a white ghetto, for poor white workers.
In that little ghetto you had a mid-wife, who
was very active in illicit abortions. You
had guys who ended up pot-heads, on drugs,
who were sent off to reformatory. I remember
one guy went right off his head, and they had
him tied down for days to his bed, because
there were no mental facilities. And you had
the gossips, the illegitimacy, the people who
couldn't pay the rent and got thrown out, and
those who bought fancy furniture and couldn't
MY MOTHER
keep up with the installments and had it reNow my mother was a bright, warm, outgoing
possessed. All the patterns of a little
person, tremendously highly regarded in the
microcosm.
community. She was a choir mistress. She
But I was, on the whole, I would say, so
sang as a solo artist in concerts. She was
much of an introspective type that I now
also the local tennis champion. It's an
remember what I perceived then, but I didn't,
interesting combination. She had thousands
perceive it at that time. It made no impact
of friends. My father had lots of admirers,
on me. It was just a'series of images. I
no friends. They were an unhappy combination.
saw things happening around me, but I neither
They were two people who should never have
interpreted them, not was affected by them.
married; once they married they failed to
Now
looking back I can understand what they
communicate. Their interests were so different.
were all about.
My mother was very sociable; she spent a lot
WAYNE: How did your parents qualify for the
of time with us. On the other hand, he spent
housing project?
virtually no time with us. I can remember
DENNIS: Purely by accident. What happened
talking to him up to about the age of ten,
was my father remained in Salisbury, Rhodesia,
maybe. And after that ceasing ~o communicate
where I had been born. My mother returned
with him until after I was married. (I got
to South Africa. The probable explanation
married in 1950 at Port Elizabeth.) In fact,
for that was she was pregnant, she wanted to
my political involvement, interestingly, cobe
with her folks, and he had to serve out
incides with my marriage. I very'consciously
a notice quarter, finishing his teaching post.
made up my mind that I was not going to allow
So she came back to South Africa with the kids
my marriage to be an impediment to political
and she stayed in a single room with a family
involvement, because I'd seen so many of my
in Dowerville. And when he came down, the
family she was staying with moved off, and
so we then occupied the entire house. People
kept, floating in and out; the housing was the
way in which they systematically separated
people, but without appealing to the law for
it. But in 1950 you get a law called the
Population Registration Act and they begin
to set up a kind of stud book where they ...
friends chicken out after marriage. Well ...
. where everybody begins to be classified by
this chap I was talking about with whom I played
race under the law.
chess, when he married a rich man's daughter
WAYNE: When did Dowerville become a white area?
and the man said to him, "Well, now you've
DENNIS: About 1965. We left there in 1937.
got to stay in line. No more political
But that's where I grew up as a boy.
speeches," he just buckled down. So I saw
~ HAL: Where did you go in 1937?
a very clear pattern, and I used to quote a~,
DENNIS: It gets more complicated. We go to
classic line bY,Francis B~con, who wrote, "The
" .
Grahamstown for a spell. Grahamstown is a
man who has a wlfe and chlldren has given
~
•• ' / , '
hostages to fortune."
' "',
~
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WAYNE: What did your house look like? What
II ~
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did you see when you walked outside? What
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did you do?
"
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the state voted money for a little enclave
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u
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Port Elizabeth.
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town 108 miles away from Port Elizabeth. Then
we come back to Port Elizabeth and live in
an area in town, which is a kind of scrambled
egg area '.. industrial and residential.. And
from Charlotte Street we go to the outskirts
of the city, to an area which is another ghetto,
in an area called Shell Street, because there
is a big Shell plant there, kind of an oil
farm. Then that area is dec~ared white, and
so the Blacks are thrown out of there again
and have to go to an area five or six miles
further away called Schauder Township, named
after a Jewish refugee from the Nazis who becom~s a boss of a ghetto.
Adolf Schauder.
Then ~hey decide to move the Blacks from there
to ,nother ghetto another five miles awby,
altogether about ten miles from the center
of the cit'y, So it's a process of a numper
of;mQves over a number of years. It's a useful
wai' 6f looking' at the development of apartheid' , i
in "a singie city, and paralleling the simple'
sociological development with a legal development.
SCHOOLS
HAL: Were the schools segregated by race?
DENNIS: Well, the first school I went to, run
by nuns, was a very mixed bag. By the time
you ended that school you would be sorted out.
But when you went in you didn't know what was
going to happen to you. The nuns didn't care
too much. It was in fact a school that the
state didn't recognize, and they grabbed anybody they could get. In fact one of the girls
who was in my class ended as one of the top
whi~e models in the country, a fashion model.
Others ended up--Blacks--as gas station attendants in the Black ghetto ...
WAYNE: You were afforded an unusual opportunity
in getting this education.
DENNIS: Well ... the state was interested in
educating the Blacks, it was building schools
like mad, because ...
WAYNE:
in the left lane ...
DENNIS:
as the South African economy became
increasingly industrialized, the state was
interested in educated Blacks, but what they
wanted was Blacks who had a minimal education.
This is the '30s, the time Ford opens their
first big plant on the continent of Africa,
in Port Elizabeth, and G.M. opens its plant
in 1939. Firestone come in straight away ...
General Tire come in ... Uni-royal ... Ever-ready
Batteries ... Delco come in. The whole automotive industry comes in ....
HAL:,Did you always go to Catholic schools?
DENNIS: Whereas the other Black kids were being
put rigidly into state-run schools, by going
to.a missionary school I get into a school
which is mixed. Had it been recognized by
the state, the state would have drawn the lines
for them. Now from that missionary school
I went to a state high school. Straight-away
I'm into the funnel now, and the only way I
can get out was the way I did get out. It
just so happened that if you topped the class,
there was a scholarship at the end of the
second and fourth years.
You must remember I'm paying for my schooling,
whereas white schooling is free. But the
scholarship for the person who topped the class

DEl

would get you about fifty bucks per year.
·se
That fifty bucks was enough to pay for your
school fees for the next two years. Otherwise
you wouldn't be able to scramble for that fifty
bucks. So I go through high school getting
a scholarship at the end of the second year.
And then in my final year at high school I
win a scholarship for three years at university.
So again I'm being kind of lifted by my bootstraps.
MY BROTHER
HAL: Your older brother, did he have a univerc
sity career?
T
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DENNIS: My mother took a loan to get him
through teachers' course. When he completed
it he decided he didn't want to teach, which
is curious, but I guess was his right.
SOUND;!BEEP.~ .BEEP.~.BEEP... BEEP ... BEEP ....
DENNJS: ~ow! FoUr of' them concertinaing into
each'other! ... So he qualified as a teacher,
but decided he had no talent as a teacher.
Anyway he signed on with the navy, the merchant
navy, and was bombed several times and torpedoed
a couple of times. So he had a much more
exciting existence than I had. It may even
be that I was envious ... of his excitement.
HAL: You said you always rivaled him.
DENNIS: That's pight, 'including if he was going
to have an exciting life, I better have one too.
WAYNE: We want to go straight ...
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DENNIS: We never saw each other much.
·see him maybe once in three years.
.se
.fty

:ity.
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I would

HAL: You wrote that first poem because he had
just published a poem?
DENNIS: I saw in the journal of St. Augustine's
Teachers College--where he was a student--a
poem over his name. That made me feel I could
do it too. I wanted to emulate him. I had
not seen him for two years at that point.
Saw him for six weeks. Then he went off again.
Periodically, whenever I would see him, he
could stimulate me into something or other.
There's a kind of curious rivalry and hostility
between us, wh~ch he still feels!' When I live9
in London, I would get calls from the press,
radio, TV. I always answer "Brutus," and he
says, "There's another Brutus." He got kind
of riled. I can see why he's irritated. But
we have a lot of fun. We have a beer together
whenever I'm in town. And we talk. And I
don't really feel a lot of pressure on me from
him.
HAL: You got him involved in your activities,
right?
DENNIS: When I was in prison he took over the
sports work. When I came out of prison he
was arrested and sent to Robben Island. He
was there for almost two years also, twentytwo months. In fact, when he got to Robben
Island, he tells a funny story, when the chief
of the island, the commander, who had seen
me before I left, because they check you out,
was on inspection. And he passed all these
solitary cells, each of which has a name tag,
you see, and he sees a name "Brutus." And
he gets so mad, and he says "Goddamn, is this
guy Brutus back again?" "Sir," they say, "Oh,
no, we've got another Brutus here," which made
him even madder. And he says, "Shit, how many
more are there of you in here?"
HAL: Has he remained politically active?
DENNIS: Oh, yes. But he's married, and he has
a d~ughter that he dotes on, just. one. ~nd
he's got an ulcer or something. So he's not
as active as he might be. He's four years
older. I have two sisters, one younger, one
older., Both politically inactive. Married,
settled down. Both inside South Africa. Both
very vulnerable. I don't write to them, to
protect them.
Lynette, want to put that in my bag too
please .... I think that's enough for now.

STEVE BIKO MEMORIAL EVENING
The program was long that Friday evening,
February 10, at the Carver Cultural Center
in one of the barrios of San Antonio. Before
the intermission there were songs, talks by
State Representative Lou Nelle Sutton, the
Rev. Claude Black, and Wayne Kamin, the local
coordinator of the ASC Southern Africal'Peace
and Education Program, the film "There Is No
Crisis" narrating the June 1976 massacre of
children in Soweto, and Brutus's talk. After
the intermission a local troupe performed
Thomas Meloncon's dramatic production "The
Death of a.D. Walker."
Brutus thanked those present for their concern about South Africa and asked them to
continue to help the oppressed in his country.
"I would ask you tonight to remember the images
you have seen ... to remember the image of one
young man, a student, in my home town, Port
Elizabeth, a young man kept naked in a prison
cell, chained like an animal to the floor,
beaten by the police, his body covered wi~h
burns from electric shocks, and that man being
thrown naked and unconscious in a jeep, and
then driven 700 miles from Port Elizabeth to
Pretoria, and dying there with his skull beaten
in, with his brain smashed. I ask you to
remember especially Steve Biko, and to
remember him as a symbol of the courage and
determination of the people of my country."
He read his poem.

* * *

A TRIBlITE FOR STEVE BIKO l
The dusty roads
2
from Peddie to King
the yellow river
choking with silt }
draining to i'Monti

d

the dust-filmed blue gums
poised and dreaming
in the arid air
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Lonely far-off klaxon
hooting in the night
across the empty miles
desolate and desperate

a
m
i

once a woman's voice
lovely and unheeded
called across the miles
desolate and desperate

~

revision
Feb. 3, 88

...

*
My father, that distant man,
grey hair streaked with silver,
spoke of St. Francis of Assisi
with a special timbre in his voice:
loved him not, I think,for the birds
circling his head, nor the grace
of that threadbare fusty gown
but for his stigmata: the blood
that gleamed in the fresh wounds
on his palms and insteps:
in my isolation cell in priso~
the bullet wound in my side still raw,
those images afflicted me.
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CATENA
In my kitchen
on a counter
sits a laval rock
from a vol cano
where a poet
condemned by Somoza
plunged to his death
in Masaya.
1-10-88

(Commemorating the victims of Soweto)
Pray you, remember them,
The alleys reeking with the acrid stench
of gunfire, teargas and arrogant hate
Pray you, remember them
(We remember them)
The pungent odor of anger,
of death and dying, and decay

.*.

11'-<';)

I pray you, do remember them
(We remember them)

-,

Anger drifting through smoke-filled lanes
in sudden erratic gusts

bj

This smooth stone
cool to the touch
is removed
thousands of years:
they blur by
in fast rewind;
millions of people
their pain and history
brush by me;
over these inches
I pierce centuries
and break through barriers
my world and birth
imposed on me

Del)nl~

(By a scarab-stone
from an ancient civi~
lization from the Nile
valley' Amherst, Feb. 88)

Pray and remember
(We remember them)

Torn bodies half-glimpsed
Through standing roiling smoke

rtut \AC!J

Pray, remember them
(We remember them)
The ghettos reeking
Fathers grieving
Mothers weeping
Bodies of children torn and bleeding, ~

¥*

r them- we remember them.

*

Al1r:mg blue sage
Chinese jasmine
and West African palm
)
I find Streli tzia
.'
bird of paradise
as ever, taking flight
'. •
but, this time, lamely.

"7;-'

Jan. 26, 1988
Phipps Conservatory
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1-10-88

the parching dust
harsh in the throat
and hurtful on the eyes

and draft a petition, about the boycott.
DENNIS: And be sure to send them copies of
the San Antonio program. You will be amazed
at what it does to people, to find out what
happened somewhere else. They'll say, "Damn
it, we can do this too."
WAYNE: Well, I'll tell you what. We started
the Kofi Awoonor thing, the James Matthews
thing, now the Steve Biko thing.
DENNIS: And the Ngugi thing ... We have to get
him out of prison.
WAYNE: And all in the Lone Star state!

the crude teutonic towns
- Hamburg, Berlin, Hanover with their ominous echoes
- all these he knew
their roads he traversed:
they fired him with resolve
and smouldering anger

GAP
their racial hate seethed round him
like the surge of shimmering heatwaves
and laid a thousand' lashes
on his taut flesh

WAYNE: Mr. XXXX.
DENNIS: Box XXXX, Durban, South Africa. Just
mail it without comment. President of the
National Weight-lifting Association. He was
a trucker. And I was the secretary of the
association. He had a lot of confidence in
me. He had a contract to drive cross-country;
we used to do it on a Friday. So I could ride

here he planned, dreamed
waged his struggle
and hardened his will
to confront the butchers
to challenge their terror
- even if they robbed him of his life.

with him on the weekend and still be back on
Monday to teach.
CRISS-CROSSING SOUTH AFRICA

1. Killed by South African Secret Police.
2. Short for Kingwilliamstown.
3. African for East London.
He concluded: "If Steve Biko were here tonight, he would-have a message for the pp.sple
of San Antonio. 'I accuse this city, I accuse
the mercenaries who have been recruited from
the city and the state of Texas to murder
people in Africa .... ' I remind you, the struggle
must continue!"

* * *
COMING BACK FROM SAN ANTONIO AT MIDNIGIIT

DENNIS: The other thing I learned in Britain-and I must say a lot of my theory was simply
developed in practice--I succeeded in getting
roughly 18,000 people on the streets of London.
But how did we do it? Not by running around
and telling them what to do. The guys in
Birmingham, we said this is what we're doing
in London, they would come down by the busload,
and they brought their own slogans and they
had their own tactics. They'd say, "We'll
all meet at the rugby ground. We're going
to fix those South Africans." They had to
cancel police leave for every cop in Britain,
nationally. And they had to bring them all
to London. They had the cops standing shoulder
to shoulder for the entire football ground.
The cops were facing the stands. There wasn't
a cop watching the football match. Because
there was a decentralized leadership. It's
risky. That way you can really get screwed
up. But I found you must trust people. You
must believe that other people care as much
about the struggle as you care. It just comes
together.
STATIC ON THE TAPE:
WAYNE:

I would take it. That was one of his conditions: "You sign the letters." So that if
they were intercepted by the secret police,
he'd O.K. them, but I'd sign them. But in this
process, and I must have criss-crossed South
Africa dozens of times, he'd give me the opportunity to analyze the problem. Every time
we'd hit a town I would make a contact while
he was unloading and reloading, getting his
gas checked and everything. I'd be speaking
with the sports officials of that town. In
football, in tennis, in table-tennis, in softball, in baseball, in boxing, in athletics,
in gymnastics, I had a network, allover the
country.
And when he was not there, I thought nothing
of getting on the road and thumbing a lift.
The area where Biko grew up, 200 miles away,
most of which I walked ... Biko was arrested
and beaten up in Port Elizabeth. But he came
from a town to the north-east, Kingwilliamstown,
that's about 140 miles from Port Elizabeth.
And East London is 200 miles from Port
Elizabeth.

GAP

We've got to send them a mail-gram,

We'd drive right through the night without
sleeping. He'd say, "You've .got to talk to
me to keep me awake." He used to ask me very
simple questions about the sport and "Why are
we fighting these guys? What's going to happen
to me if I fight these guys?" So we'd spend
the whole night talking like that. And often
on the road back he'd say, "Look, I asked you
this question and you answered it this way.
But I don't understand it." And I'd answer
the same question. But to me it was important"
because I knew where I wanted to take the
organization. At any moment he could say,
"No man, fuck it." So he had to be persuaded
on the rightness of our position, and on the
rightness of the strategy, and he had to be
persuaded that if the shit ever hit the fan
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FAR RIGHT: "MELANIE," art by Selma Waldman

CHIEF AND LI'ITLE CHIEF
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But I did organize and do it during the
night. And when we weren't discussing politics
I'd be telling obscene stories. And he'd be
laughing his head off. And he had some wonderful stories. They were great. He was a trucker;
he was always acquiring new ones. Every time
I met him he had a few new ones. And because
he was the president of the federation his
nickname was "Chief," so eventually people
called me "Little Chief." ...
So you have all the sports politics extending
for a period of several years leading up to
when I get into politics per se. I do not
drop the sports. From 1950 to 1963 there's
a. con~inuous struggle on two levels; the politicians don't take me too seriously, because
they thought that my poetry and sports work
were so important that I could not be important
politically, and therefore I was no problem.
I never got involved in personality clashes
or power struggles. I could work with everybody
because I didn't threaten anybody. But the
sports guys used to get periodically very ner~ous
about my political work. They would say, "Hey,
man, you're getting us involved in your politics." And when I would be ~aided by the secret
police they would always worry about the. possibility that they too would be raided. And
in fact, ultimately, the sports guys were
raided, simply because of ~heir association
with me. The cops would kick in the door at
3 A.M. in the morning and turn the house upside-down. Carry out everything and put it
in a small truck like Lindfors' van, and as
the heat intensified, the sports guys began
to pull away. But by that time I had been
elected president of the super-sports body
which included athletics and boxing and so
forth, SAN-ROC, which was carrying the ball
for all of them.

ROBBEN ISLAND
LYNETTE: You said you weren't raided for your
sports work?
DENNIS: No. The cops would carry out all my
sports material, but they also knew I was working
with the underground, and they would be trying
to find evidence to link me with underground·
activities. But they never caught me at that.
If they had, I would still be on Robben Island
now.
STATIC: GAP

"

nan

When I was on Robben Island there were eleven
- hundred there.
LYNETTE: Is it overcrowded?
DENNIS: No. They keep building ... extra cells.
HAL: That's what the prisoners do.
DENNIS: That's right. That was my work ...
building a new prison.
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DENNIS: They have things very similar to Dimbaza
for "Coloured" people. But they're in the
Cape area, because they're concentrating them
all in the Cape. They have some terrible areas,
out in the bush.
HAL: A "Bantustan" for "Coloureds?"
DENNIS: No. No. They don't have a "homeland,"
so it's described as "urban renewal." They
just bulldoze them flat and throw them out
in the bush. But one of the most terrible
places in all of South Africa, which I would
say is worse than Dimbaza, is a place called
"Bonteheuwel,"* on a peculiar area where the
sea receded. So you have miles and miles of
white sea sand, where nothing grows. And that
area has now been turned into a "Coloured"
resettlement camp for the people who have been
bulldozed out of Cape-Town.
*It has changed considerably since then.
STATIC:

LONG GAP

LYNETTE: How did you find out it's 1967 miles
from Port Elizabeth to San Antonio?
HAL: I measured it .
. LYNETTE: ???
HAL: You know Dennis's globe? Little Dennis.
I got him a globe for Christmas and showed
him India, and South Africa, and Texas. Well ...
we stretched a thread from Port Elizabeth to
San Antonio, and used his calculator to figure
out the mileage ... to Bcale. Of course it's
longer by way of London and Chicago.
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AMELIA BLOSSOM HOUSE earned the name
B1o$som as a code name for her work in
the underground in SOUtR Africa before
she went into exile.
A poet and shortstory writer who has recently extended
her art to the theater, after perfecting her oral performance of her poetry
through the use of percussion accompaniment and then the matching of poetry to
dance and music, she has been. living and
teaching in Kentucky for some time.
She
continues the struggle against apartheid
there, most recently by organizing a social protest against the University of
Louisville's invitation to Paul Bryant,
the Vice-Consul from the South African
Consulate General's office, to speak'at
the university and local high schools.
A long-time A.L.A. member and participant, "Blossom" has contributed poetry
to previous numbers of the GAR (see Gar
index, pages 26-27).
The GAR is happy
to present her own description of how she
carne to write and produce her drama, as
well as to present several poems, and the
art work of Selma W~ldman of Seattle,
Washington, another artist and antiapartheid activist of long standing.
*****************************************
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YOU'VE STRUCK A ROCK, a mUlti-media presentation, was performed in Louisville
on January 17 in the MEX Theatre at the
Kentucky Centre for the Arts.
The title was taken from the song
"Now that you have touched the women,
You have struck a rock." The play depicts the lives of six women in struggles for freedom, equality, and the pursuit of happiness.
In the summer of 1987 I was commissioned by Artswatch, Inc., to prepare a
piece for a January presentation. Since
the date coincided with the celebration
of the birthday of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., I felt that some correlation
should be made.
At that time I was also
concerned about the rescinding of the
holiday in Arizona. I have always regarded the holiday as a celebration of the
hundreds of participants in the Civil
Rights Movement with Dr. King as the symbolic embodiment. I felt that the holiday recognized the enormous work done
by Dr. King but did not in any way canonize him. I wanted to be able to bring
these thoughts into the debate and get
away from the rehashing of the ~I Have a
Dream" speech. I wanted to use some of
the ideas from that speech in a new approach.
When I saw teachers filling In the same
plans year after year for the observance·
I knew it was time for a fresh approach.
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One name always ~entioned was Rosa Parks.
The portrayal of her unfortunately never
went beyond the "tired lady who refused
to get up for -a white man." To me she
was part of the "rock" that was struck.
Rosa Parks became the starting point
in my research. Her quality of solid,
unwavering determination mingled with a
strong sense of humor fascinated me. I
wanted to be able to share that with an
audience. I felt a truer perspective on
her was past due. Her knowledge of the
political system and her training in
leadership at Highlander certainly qualified her for a rightful place as activ~ participant in the Civil Rights
Movement.
Very early in my research on Rosa
Parks I became compelled to include Fannie Lou Hamer in the play. Where she began her life did not deter her; She was
able to achieve beyond her "enslavers."
She suffered police brutality and her
spirit was not broken. In reading about
her I was struck with the similarities
of the struggle of the women in South
Africa. I then decided it was important
to make that connection. It is perhaps a
truism that "none of us are free until
all of us are free."
I stated earlier that I wanted to use
some of the ideas from "I Have a Dream,"
and the sentiment that "all God's children would one day be able to be together"
was one that I wanted to bring out. I
found that in the United States as in
South Africa there were indeed people of
all colors and varied walks of life who
worked together and suffered for freedom.
I therefore felt that it was necessary tp
include Helen Joseph and Ruth First in
the play. I found that the audience knew
something about Helen Joseph but had not
heard of Ruth First. Her story appealed
to~e because I knew it would lend it**************************************
FOR SOUTH AFRICA
Like a woman gone
beyond her time
My Country
you amble on
with a heavy burden
pressing low
you amble on
We can no longer
wait for nature's course
We must deliver
You
with
force
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self very easily to dramatization. All
the other pieces were basically dramatic
monologues. With Ruth First I could include her interrogator in a voice-over.
While I formulated my ideas I spoke
to a number of people in the community.
When I found that they wanted to know
more about people who had not received
as much press as Winnie Mandela, I decided to include Albertina Sisulu and
Lilian Ngoya.
I chose a different symbol for each
character so that identification became
clear. Rosa Parks represented the continued march, Fannie Lou Hamer worked
through noise and light. Albertina Sisulu showed us not to fear the night;
and Lilian Ngoya worked through the
need for the power to be with the people. (Amandla Awetu.)
I saw Helen Joseph as having come to view life as a
[Continued on page" 28]

Reading Aehebe: A Review of Anthills of the Savannah
Chinua Achebe. Anlhills of lhe Savannah. New Yorlc: Anchor Press, 1988.
216 pages. Cloth $16.95.

With the eagerly awaited appearance of Anthills ofthe Savannah,
more than twenty years after his last novel, Chinua Achebe has
reaffirmed his reputation as a master novelist in his portrayal of the
complexities of modem African society. Achebe's most intensely
political novel to date, Anthills takes place under military rule in the
West African nation of Kangan, a thinly disguised Nigeria, where
.cabinet members become victims of their president's political fears and
insecurities. Those who remember buffoonish and corrupt Chief the
Honourable Nanga from A Man ofthe People will see an uglier side
of despotism in the more sinister incamation of His Excellency;
bribery, corruption and greed have now given way to crimes that
would merit the investigation of Amnesty International: midnight
disappearance and death in police custody. Although by no means
devoid of Achebe's characteristic humor and sense of the ironic,
Anthills is a deadly serious novel.
'Every event,' Achebe remarked on a recent visit to Austin, 'has
more than one story.' The events that take place in Anthills are .
revealed to the reader through the cleverly interwoven voices of
.Commissioner for Information, Chris Oriko; editor of the National
Gazette, !kem Osodi (both of whom are called 'witnesses'); Senior
Secretary in the Ministry of Finance, Beatrice Okoh; and, fmally, the
narrator. As a result, the reader is invited to take part in a personal
evaluation of the narratives.
A certain antagonism between Chris and !kern provides a frame
for the expression of political ideas.. Chris, who has known His
Excellency since their schooldays at Lord Lugard College twenty five
years earlier and has thus witnessed his rise to power, offers his own
·cynical explanation of African politics:

i

Chinua Achebe
...the way 1see it is that giving women today the same role which
traditional society gave them of intervening only when everything else
has failed is not enough, you know, like the women in the Sembene fIlm
who pick up the spears abandoned by their defeated menfollc. It is not
enough that women should be the court of last resort because the last
resort is a damn sight too far and too late! (84)

As Chris's lover and !kern's best friend, Beatrice's courage has a
profound effect on them. In the end it is she who picks up the pieces
in the aftem1ath of despair, gathering the survivors around her in her
apartment "like anthills surviving to tell the new grass of the savannah
about last year's brush fires" (28).
The thread of continuity that links this novel with Achebe's earlier
works also links characters like Chris, !kern and Beatrice (the latter as
Idemili's priestess) with a pre-colonial past. The force and influence
of the oral tradition, which is such an essential part of works like
Arrow ofGod and Things Fall Apart, is also an immensely important
part of Anthills of the Savannah, and the storyteller's privileged place
in society is reaffirmed as Achebe explores the Wliter's role in modem
African society.
Sitting in the courtyard of the Harmoney Hotel at a meeting with a
delegation of people from Abazon, a town in the northern droughtridden region of the Kangan Sahel, !kern becomes aware that
everyone is spellbound by the voice of the old man who is speaking.
His words exalt the role of the story in society:

Nations...were fostered as much by structures as by laws and
revolutions. These structures where they exist now are the pride of
nations. But everyone forgets that they were not erected by
democratically-elected Prime Ministers but very frequently by rather
unattractive, bloodthirsty medieval tyrants. The cathedrals of Europe, the
Taj Mahal of India, the pyramids of Egypt and the stone towers of
Zimbabwe were all raised on the backs of serfs, starving peasants and
slaves. Our present rulers in Africa are in every sense late-flowering
medieval monarchs, even the Marxists among them. Do you remember
Mazrui calling Nkrumah a Stalinist Czar? Perhaps our leaders have to be
that way. Perhaps they may even need to be that way. (67-68)

Nevertheless, Chris's cynicism does not make him fall victim to
crimes of the conscience. He goes against His Excellency's orders by
,refusing to send a letter of suspension of editorial duties to !kern, and
it is in fact his involvement with !kern that plays a large part in
precipitating his eventual downfall.
Readers who have thus far felt the lack of an important female
character in Achebe's works will be pleased with this latest novel. In
many ways, complex and intelligent Beatrice Okoh, the pivotal figure
inAnthil/s, is Achebe's most complete portrait of a woman. Although
BeatriCe's characterization is for the most part well done, at times
Achebe's characteristically graceful prose suffers in her hackneyed
neo-suffragette rhetoric: 'I was determined from the very beginning to
put my career first and, if need be, last That every woman wants a
man to complete her is a piece of male chauvinist.bullshit I had
completely rejected before I knew there was anything like Women's
Lib' (80-81).
Although ignorant of her forebears' traditions, Beatrice is more
closely connected to the precolonial African world familiar from
.
Achebe's other novels than even she knows, since she is portrayed as
the unwitting priestess of Idemili--a powerful Igbo goddess. Beatrice
rejects the sexism of traditionallgbo society which has provided her
with her African name: 'But I must mention that in addition to
Beatrice they had given me another name at my baptism,
Nwanyibuife--A female is also something. Can you-beat that? Even
as a child I disliked the name mo~t intensely without being aware of its
real meaning' (79). However, she also rejects western (especially
American) style feminism in her attempt to address the problems of the
intellectual African woman.
She is impatient with African men's 'Desdemona complex' which
she encounters for the first time at a dance in London when her
boyfriend abandons her to dance all night long with a Cockney girl
who subsequently comments to Beatrice "'Your·boys like us, ain'
they?'" (73). She is also tired of the lipservice paid to African women
as remote sources of stand-by strength:

...it is only the story that can continue beyond the war and the
warrior. It is the story that outlives the sound of war-drums and tile
exploits of brave fIghters. It is tile ·story, not the others, that saves our
progeny from blundering like blind beggars into the spikes of the cactus
fence. The story is our escort..!t is the thing that makes us different
from cattle. (114)

!kern picks up the same theme when, just hours before he is taken
into custody, he addresses a lively crowd of more than two thousand
people in a speech at the University of Bassa. Replying to the
crowd's question of why the old storyteller from Abazon is now in the
Bassa Maximum Security Prison, he says "'This is why...Because
storytellers are a threat. They threaten all champions of control, they
frighten usurpers of the right-to-freedom of the human spirit...That's
why'!' (141). The last words of his powerful speech provide a
commentary on the writer's role as the conscience of a people--the
ultimate message of Anthi//s--"'Writers don't give prescriptions,"
shouted !kern, "They give headaches!'" His words are met with
'uproarious laughter' (148).
The act of telling a story is, then, a courageous one. The author of
Anthills ofthe Savannah is a consummate storyteller who has not
ceased in his search to defme his role, and that of other writers, in a
modem Africa beset by drought, famine, corruption and repression.
Having already played an essential part in recreating and reaffirming
the history and culture of Nigeria in his earlier novels, Achebe now
offers the reader, and especially the African reader, a reason not to
give up. Times such as those depicted in Anthills of the Savannah
should best be remembered for their storytellers.

Fiona Me Laughlin
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Poems by Lupenga Mphande
I was born and grew up at Thoza, on the southern edge of the
scenic rolling velds ofnorthem MalaWi. The country is high,
four to five thousand feet above sea level, covered with a red soil
,and tempered by a constant cool breeze that ranges over the
grassy hills and anthills.
People of this region have complex historical origins which
can truly only be described as an 'aggregate' history of
communal, intricately interwoven individual clans. Many of
these clans of Tumbuka-Ngoni people migrated into the Mzimba
district only recently, travelling from many sections of Central,
Eastern and Southern Africa. The Ngoni, for eXlpllple, were a
breakaway Nguni group under the legendary Zwlmgendaba
which left South Africa at the time Shaka was trying to mold the
various clans around Natal into a Zulu Nation.
There were other invaders from further afield - the Arabs and
Europeans crossed into the Rift Valley region in dhows and boats
prospecting for wealth (ivory, slaves, cattle, land and minerals).
The Arab empire was based at Zanzibar, with a series of outposts
established along the shores of Lake Mala~. David Livingstone
was one of the pioneers of the white tribe in this area, and was
followed soon after by the Cecil John Rhodes generation that
brought in their wake Indian railway workers and merchants.
It is said that when the first foreigners reached this plateau
country, they found the Tumbuka building a tower for
themselves to reach the sky on the mist-eovered Jenjewe
Mountain, for there was a flood allover the land. But just at the
time when their heads touched the clouds the great tower
collapsed, burying to death all the people working on it. The
termites had eaten away the base.
The Tumbuka-Ngoni clans practice subsistence farming, their
villages staggered over land that is mostly dry and less fertile than the
rest of the country. There has been very little economic development
in the area, and it is not unusual to hear people still refer to the region
as the 'dead north.' Consequently, there is a tendency among the'
young to journey south and seek their fortunes in the towns; and
thousands flock to the mines in Zambia, Zimbabwe and South
Africa. Some of them go to fetch money for a form of bride.price
called lobola, which young men have to pay before they can be
allowed to marry. Many never return.
Children who grow up in these villages go through a
traditional form of education bathed in folklore. Typically, one
of the principal components of the instruction involves fireside
tales narrated by the village grandmother or her appointee. The
tales are usually mythological, set in a time when there was
complete harmony between human beings and animals, and
between heaven and earth. Sad to say, the exodus of young
people to towns has left the grandmother with a rapidly shrinking
audience. There are no facilities in the country to bring such
materials in their vernacular form to the children in their 'exile'
(cities and schools) because ChiTumbuka as a language is not
permitted in the national media.
These (and many more) are the things I write about.

._._.-

..

The Ngoni Man
Imagined, perhaps, by a Yao carver,
Scooped from tropical tree, you're indeed
A Ngoni warrior: astute, adept, you bend
Grasping your shield to the fore, poised
For charge as in a live battlefield;
Sinews show on nimble limbs, slender
Neck bedecked with hippo's teeth
(For lion's claws) to denote victories
Against tribes of rift ranges;
Even now as I came in with a candle light
You leapt and charged against the wall,
Leapt and charged, ebony heart ~ultipled
In stature, bead eyes fixed on
The trembling candle spurt, glaring;
Our history teacher today narrated
How the Nguni! tempered by white mischief,
Were moulded In Tchaka's invincible impi
That led sway Isandhlwana to Kilimanjaro;
Put side by side the carver's work and mine
This dormant stranger on the fire stand
Is truer to Ngoni man than these lines can ever
Be, and the Yao carver drew greater joy.

Village headman Jenjewe
No aeroplane should land here any more
no car should stop here with tourists.
We are peaceful people and neither worship
alien gods nor praise famous men.
Power among us transcends from our ancestors
power without conquest;
,
Once my word was venerable among Jenjewe people
Elect of spirits, custodian of children,
I devised justice, allotted land, apportioned water
In drought and in catas!T?phe cleansed the village.
At crescent now I cower In gunpowder smoke .
Wrestle with the wind to shelter our cooking fires;
Violators from abroad have arrived with chisels
Borne from village to village in sedan chairs
I have watched them dismount, cane and monocle in hand,
Scramble among hearths, gouge out gravestones in the yard,
I have watched them grasp at girls' waistbeads
And barter away their sun-helmets for amulets;

a struggle to exist
I saw 'today in the forest a leopard
stalking by as the air warmed to him
his sublime body emerging from the jungle
slinking, confident: with the lion he sets
the rules others keep to survive

For exorcism David Livingstone sent our stool to Rome
For bran~g Cecil Rhodes ~ove our herds to Buckingham
For a.d??tt Mahatma. Gandhi pawned our cowrie:; on the Ganges
For vmlity Sultan Sllld caravanned our rhino horns to Mecca
For lux in tenebris Queen Victoria torched our beards
Now our favourite sons insist on hut tax and women flee south
To beauty parlours for breast punk tattoos; our men, conscripts,
Gnaw away the reef prospecting for gems;

The leopard paused by a rock, patience his
poise, to wait, to kill. From somewhere
a field mouse hurried, cheek puffed tits .
swollen - in a split a claw, so sweet
to fondle, struck death for all. The wild
cat played a little with his victim
and walked away.
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And you, young man
You s~y you are looking for fossils,
Tracking bygone patterns of migration
And death?
'

Poetry

by Lupenga Mphande

War gowns
With war games deified
by papal review
ballistic missiles fumigated
by tear-gas
a nuclear war triggered
by a profane silicon chip
will have to be combatted;
Already supermarkets prosper
standing surety for radiation suits
tailored for staying alive
on the brittle day survivors will waddle
encased in steel and brass
cut in shades of grey
I.
fashioned to outsell British Army's
No 1 Marks.

Lupenga Mphande
bush gambols

ululations to the new moon
I rose in the dark one day, awakened
By sweet melodies clearing dawn. There was
A bustle in the village stirring the air,
A retinlie of girls in a coming out ceremony
Returning from the stream pool, stamping
About, ululating to the new moon;
It is like this every time round,
Cleansed initiates glazed in ochre, ash,
And green colours huddling home in fervour
From festivals of the new season, singing,
Dancing to enjoin the cycle, jingling
Their waistbeads to the phased crescent;
The air became lighter, mist rose from
The valley and I shivered in the doorway waiting
For sunrise, enthralled utterly by enchanting
Echoes that .lingered on from reed flutes
Mingling with the wind and receding with sun's
Rays, prompting idle talk of fortunes to come.

jungle eagles
One by one hordes of jungle eagles
Rev up their wings and slowly
Levitate on cushions of air
Going round and round; the thickets
Scouring for lizards and carcasses of game.
Then, as if sighting greener pasture,
They sidle out
And swoosh into the valley below

I was hunter of the veld
and, in the season, I set
brush fires to clear bush
and let ash nurture new pasture.
From dawn to sundown
I roamed charred thickets,
set traps in tracks by waterholes
and trudged home with a reedbuck
or guineafowllashed
over my shoulder.
But there was one game
forbidden to all: white-tailed
hare that burrows in old graves
and shares ancestry with our spirits.
It is foolish to look in the sun
with naked eyes, or invite night
in daytime. Only blinded fools
look at the nakedness of an old man.
When I set out to inspect my traps
. by the creek I had a strange feeling
. of something in the air,
but something led me on. Grass moved,
I thought, and the trap twanged bent it was a hare struggling to free itself.
I lunged with my knife and quickly
put an end to its life.
At midday I sat by the riverbank
and made fire by friction.
I flayed the animal on green grass
and set out to fetch firewood,
setting its skin aside. When I returned
something moved in the green grass,
something with long ears, wagging its scut,
and spurting blood in its wake.
Something was wrong, I knew,
when a skinless hot-blooded animal
has to wriggle in terror across the hot sun.
Ensnared thus, I remembered the warning
not to harm the white-tailed hare
that burrows in old graves by the creek,
and wept in sorrow.
I must return his skin, I thought,
lest the sun scorch his back.
I now range the charted veld
in the season, looking for the white-tailed
hare. I want to befriend him, patter
about summer recipes, and name him
after my son.

paying lobola
I have told my elders at the kraal
Dingase is the girl I love,
But my father (thinking oflobola)
Says I cannot marry her.
'She's one of our clan,' he says.
'She's your sister.'
Gosh! How many heads of cattle
Add up to love?
How many pieces of gold
Buy a Tumbuka girl?
How many young men must die
Wandering frost-covered tea estates
Looking for cattle?
Or cower under the rand reef .
Snuffling fatal dust, looking
For pieces of gold?
..
How many shall die before convention
Bends .to the truth of our love?
Sometimes, on the flfSt mqon,
I hear Dingase's voice from an opposite
Ridge rise above mortar-and-pestle thuds
Lamenting over the loneliness
That comes with moonless nights.
In the silence of stars
I sit alone with my zither,
The crescent moon edging
Towards stringed laments of my love,
Hoping my love, like scant merging
With wind, might mingle irrev~ably
With her song until an immutable union
Is born on the waves.
And my heart rises
And my voice rises
In twanged resounds
To echo our union with stars
And shimmering crescent.
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the noose

war birds

The government agent read
the decree to the village council:
the land had been sold to an estate
fanner and we were to move at once
to the hills.

Glossy, black-bellied flocks of wattled
starlings range the bushveld like nomads',
chattering gregariously and spewing
waterbeITies on riversand. Sunbirds, in
varius plum:,-ge and rapturous in courting,
hum to ·tr0PICal blossoms of honeysuckles.
A streaked woodpecker in trill-like chitter
chisels rapid taps on a dead branch, loops
from base to top and flies to the next tree.
To us, herdboys, evening comes in stutters
of guineafowls roosting together in large
fig trees, lending vibrance to valley air.

We went on a last hunt
my dogs and I
we hunted the hills and beyond
but not a hare to be seen,
then we came down the velds
and combed the thickets the dogs only howled in boredom.
As we retreated homeward one dog
sniffed loudly and barked again.
I rushed in expectation and relief:
The bush, as if in stoop to the first rain,
buckled under defiant poise
of village headman Mabvuto.

palsied tyrant

(for Jack Mapanje)

Still the flutter of withered leaves
Along routes of armed motorcades
Still whimpers of the starving
Dispossessed

././.,.(./-

Still mute tears at midnight
For the disappeared
And the cramps, the ordeal
Of gyrating crones
Living with a palsied tyrant
That scorns his subjects.
,/yi J' ':.M:l 4\.,.,oH".·
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"sunrise"
by

selma waldman
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Beyond a single season waves of other birds white
tagging along a bald eagle, sail from winter n'orth, '
silhouettes against the bright sun. Casting ensigns
of chill on foliage, they rev up their wings and flap
over the valley like locusts. Frightful! Sunbirds
scamper to mountain tops, thirstin~ for revenge.
A green-glossed paradise flycatcher, flitting through
~lndergn;>wths l~e an orange flame, drills fledglings
In frontlme taCtIcs: the enemy, he brags, is a fop
in erectile ruffs...and remember, the meek shall
in~erit this earth! In ensuing scraps we, urchins
~thout the herd, slip from our vantage points
Wlth bows and arrows to sling the invaders out.
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"blood on the tracks"

the state's train
bends. to its
homocidal course
steel is no respecter
of man's limbs:
in a showdown,
steel wins every time
did those at the wheel
need proof of that?
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in drivers ed classes
across the nation
teens are taught:
If you can't see
the road,
SLOW DOWN.
arrogance in control
teaches a more
deadly lesson:
Oppose us and
we'll break you.
at Concord Naval Weapons Station
the world witnessed
their real motives;
saw their pretense
crushed,
left bleeding
on the tracks'

Ellen Mark
*in September 19B7, a munitions train
ran down Brian Willson, veteran and protestor against the u.s. wars against
~l Salvador and Nicaragua; he lost both
legs.
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The hanging
was at dawn
my grandmother
Madame Defarge-like
reserved her seat
her wrinkled arms
like old knitting
folded
my grandmother
came to watch
the freedom fighters'
hanging
but
reserved her seat
for the next
hanging. . .
of the
the hangman
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'series of songs. Ruth First represented
the bird that knew the c@nfinement of
the cage and did not find freedom outside for long. Her space was drawn in
narrow areas at a time.' All these were
rough ideas that I had to mold into a
play, rehearse, and mount in less than
five months.
I had tQ work on design and the making of all the costumes. Luckily the
cast did not require endless rehearsals.
I did not have open auditions, but chose
rather to hand-pick the cast. I needed
experienced actors who would have a commitment to the subject.
The· director arrived from England on
December 29 and the play went up on January 17. Owen Pegram really had to work
hard to get the script from a reader's
script to one for the players. Earbie
Johnson worked with the singers. He is
a percussionist·I work with regularly,
and on this occasion he chose the mu~ic
and fitted the pieces so that clear
links were made. Slides spanning a wide
era of the struggles were also used ·to
give the play cohesion.
Once the work was written and cast,
rehearsals quickly led to full involvement and excitement. The biggest struggle for me was fund-raising.
I had re~eive~initial grants from the Kentucky

Arts Council and the Kentucky Foundation
for Women. These grants were received
through Artswatch. I then applied to the
Louisville Fund for the Arts, and through
working with the director of that organization I v~s advised to approach other
organizations and ,individuals. Corporate
money wasn6t forthcoming because of the
sUbject matter, ~nd so I had to press my
friends for donation's. I received a grant
for the artwork from a local priest.
Many of my original ideas had to be
modified to suit my budget. I hope to
do the work again but with enough funding to include all the ideas I have for
YOU'VE STRUCK A ROCK.
**************************************
in the beginning was the dance
and the dance goes on ...
at your birth
you burst into the dance
to the lifelight of the circle
and the dance goes on
we led you to the centre of the dance
we embraced you in marriage
as you learned to keep the cycle
and the dance goes on
we marched to war
our feet dancing
to the pounding drum
for the fight of the soil
and the dance ...
you did not ask
to slow the dance or stop
~
as you slipped from the circle
I'
in death
/
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the dance goes ...
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poetry

by

amelia "blossom" house

art

by

selma waldman
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~YoueHANDS
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MY SUJt:,P
ANPVCUleS
WILL-MAkE aiR.

we remember you
in victory your spirit lingers
the lifelight glows in the centre
of the circle
AND

THE DANCE GOES ON
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~
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Kujichagulia - Self-Determination
Ujima - Collective Work and Responsibility
Ujamaa - Cooperative Economics
Nia - Purpose
Kuumba - Creativity
Imani - Faith
We believe that it is a good practice to honor
achievement and those who contribute to society
each year; we would like to see this custom becoming widespread in its celebration.

December 26, 1987
Africa Network is pleased to announce our

KWANZAA HONORS LIST
FOR 1987

Kwanzaa Greetings and all good wishes for the
New Year.

Citation:
We salute Govan Mbeki for his courageous and moving address of rededication to the struggle for
freedom and justice in South Africa. The address
was delivered in Port Elizabeth at a seafront
hotel after its proposed site, a sports stadium
in the black township of Swide" was banned. Mbeki
has been placed under house arrest in Port Elizabeth, after his "release" from imprisonment for
over thirty years. He is dedicated to a "nonracial, democratic and unfragmented South Africa."

Dennis Brutus
Chairman

Nancy Singham'
Vice-Chairperson

YB Holly
Secretary

~~~~~~*~****~*********
THE
ALEX LA GUMA AND BESSIE HEAD
MEMORIAL CONFERENCE

Literature:
A Tough Tale

Mongane Wally Serote
Kliptown Press, South Africa

Black Athena

Martin ~irnal'
Free Association Press, London

Forced Removals
From South Africa

Brock University
St. Catharines, Ontario
August 2-4, 1988
Papers are invited on the work of Alex
La Guma and Bessie Head.
Deadline for
proposals is June 15, 1988. A selection
of the papers wi+l be published.
Blanche La Guma will be a special guest
at the eonference.
Registration fee is
$30. Accommodation in university residences will be approximately $20 per
night.

Elaine Unterhalter
IDAF, Cambridge, MA
TfiQuarterly #69
Evanston, IL

My Fight against Apartheid

Poets against Apartheid

Wales Anti-Apartheid
Movement

When My Brothers Come Home

Where Sixpence Lives

Michael Dingake
IDAF, Cambridge, MA

Please send all enquiries to:
Dean Cecil Abrahams
Division of Humanities
Brock University
St. Catharines, Ontario
Canada
L2S 3A1
Tel. 416/688-5550, ext. 3427

Ed., F. Chipasula
Wesleyan Press
Middletown, CT

Norma Kitson
The Hogarth Press, London

**********************************

Film/Videos:
(video) Frontline 5-Part Series
Produced by WGBH,Boston, MA

Apartheid

Cry Freedom
Mandel a

(film) Directed by Sir Richard
Attenborough

(video)

Performed by Danny Glover, HBO

Honorees are being recognized for their contributions to South African society and the community, and particularly for the way their work embodies the principles of Kwanzaa.
KWANZAA:

Swahili Word meaning "First Fruits"
A seven day ritual, it is celebrated by Africans and African-Americans from December 26 - January 1.
Seven Principle~ of Kwanzaa:
Umoja - Unity
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The Constitution and the
National Security State ...

AFRICA NETWORK
Resources Information Action • P.O. Box 5366 Evanston, IL 60204

December, 1987

Soweto Anniversary
Commemoration 1988
Endorsers:

(in formation)
Dennis-Brutus

Soweto Anniversary Commemoration of 1988

(Pittsburgh, PAl

Rev. Marthl Plge Blunt
(Kalamazoo, MI)
Jen CIrew
(Guadalajara, Mexico)

Jar CIrew

(Guadalajara, Mexico)

Don Cooney
(Kalamazoo, MI)
John Dommllll
(Portsmouth, VA)
Allin Ebert
(Washington D.C.)

YB Holly
(Chicago, IL)

Lunder Jon..
(Kalamazoo, MI)

Bill Luhy
(Chicago, IL)
Rev. Winsome Munro
(Northfield, MN)

Sterling P1umpp
(Chicago, IL)

Nlncy Singhim
(Chicago, IL)

Rev. Din Vln Hoven
(Kalamazoo, MI)

Selml Wlldmln
(Seattle, WA)

Young Soclllllt Alliance
(New York, NY)

c.pltll DIItrIct COIlitlon'
Agllnlt Apertheld Ind Racism
Albany, New York)

Coveant Agllnst Apartheid
II Home " AbroldlClergy
Ind Lally Concerned

To Commemorate the Anniversary of Soweto Day, June 16, 1976 when
hundreds of young people were shot in the streets of South Africa, we are
issuing a Call on International Human Rights Day for International Support
Action for the weekend of June 16-June 19 (Thursday-Sunday), 1988.
We believe that concerted international action can make a significant
impact on the oppressive Apartheid Regime when there is a combination of
external and internal pressures.
Action by community organizations, churches, students, workers, and
all other interested persons could vary widely and should be determined
locally, but rallies, demonstrations, pressures on State and Congressional
Representatives and sympathy strikes and stayaways could all be effective.
Also, in lieu of strikes, workers could offer solidarity through the donation of
a day's pay.
We propose that the proceeds of outreach activities be donated as
humanitarian aid to the liberation movement in South Africa. Each event
could select a facet of aid it would be interested in pursuing (students' rights
for equal education, legal aid, health care, detainees' rights, etc.).
We hope that many organizations will join us in this Call. We hope
particularly that the United Nations, the National Councils of Churches, Trade
Unions, and Anti-Apartheid Organizations will become involved and will
begin to plan action. We hope especially to work with other organizations in
the field such as the' American Committee On Africa, the Movement for a
Free South Africa, TransAfrica, and the Washington Office on Africa.
We welcome comments and suggestions and hope to join forces
with you for the Soweto Anniversary Commemoration of 1988. We look
forward to receiving news of events being planned. Please feel free to
request further information.

(Ne:w. v'0rk, NY)

Y61101!J
YB Holly
Secretary, Africa Network

"Fire-circle"
--Selma Waldman

